Picture the following scene: an ice-skating rink. The lights are dimmed, but a spotlight seeks out a couple in the middle of the ice. Instead of sequins and sparkly spandex, though, both are dressed in concentration camp striped pyjamas, with Stars of David on prominent display.
sick'. 3 The performance also had political undertones -presumably due to Navka's proximity to Putin and the Russian government -with viewers contacting Russian embassies worldwide; twitter user @nevilleprinsloo I want to lodge a @EmbassyofRussia tweeted: ' s Holocaust themed ice ur government and Tatyana Navka' complaint of disgust against yo skating show!!' and demanded that 'Tatyana Navka should be ordered by Putin to make a public apology'. 4 The following article does not offer a detailed discussion, nor indeed a judgement pro or con Navka and Burkovsjy's hotly-debated performance. Instead, it wants to use the previously created image of the performance that has so divided viewers all over the Memory is an emotional climate, a thick set of sights and smells and sounds and imprinted attitudes which can pollute as well as clarify. In several parts of the world today, battles of ideas are being fought over how we remember the Second World War. Sometimes the ideas take up arms. In France, people still agonise over degrees of collaboration and complicity, what the immediate post-war years chose to bury along with the dead. The Poles have a festering need to be exonerated from some of their guilt in the Holocaust: they too, after all, were victims of the Nazis. In Israel, the Holocaust has become a holy litany: can its embattled survivors ever do any wrong?
In the former Yugoslavia, old remembered enmities between partisans and Cetniks fuelled the ethnic strife. In Germany, many wonder whether bigger and better memorials to guilt are a simple way of shedding it, while neo-Nazi parties once again agitate for a homogenous German population. for raising increased historical awareness of the events of the Shoah, it was also the first foray into a dubious 'Holocaust entertainment', the appropriation of historical trauma for financial gain and viewing figures of a worldwide TV audience. 12 Since the late 1980s, the Holocaust has been everywhere: on the small and on the big screen; in school curricula; on university syllabi; on ever-elaborate memorials and museums specifically dedicated to it. 13 Most of this has, of course, to be seen as a beneficial development: it is important that we learn about the past; that we remember it. But, increasingly, question marks have been raised by cultural commentators about the how of this commemoration and its political connotations. There is a proliferation of Holocaust representations in contemporary society -but for Jeffrey C.
Alexander this leads to a problematic universalization of the Holocaust. In his view, the 'originating historical event … has come … to be redefined as a traumatic event for all of humankind'. 14 This indicates that the Holocaust is no longer considered a specific tragedy that happened to real people, but that it is increasingly being used as a metaphor, as a fixed image to connote general rather than specific trauma. For the Israeli sociologist Ronit Lentin, the terms Auschwitz, Holocaust and Shoah 'are all … euphemisms, standing for something one does not want to hear mentioned'. 15 They act as a protective screen: mentioning specific terms has almost become a tick-box exercise, suggesting a historical knowledge that, While this might be problematic, Commane and Poton also point out that it 'allows more voices to be present in discussions of the Holocaust'. Although their investigation revealed many unethical and downright racist images and hashtags, they also discovered that the majority of them contribute respectfully to ongoing debates, thereby adding to a 'moving and affective dialogue' that keeps Holocaust commemoration both alive and addressing a new generation that might otherwise engage less with the official and sanctioned Holocaust discourse. The final article in the issue is Claire Griffith's creative attempt to come to terms with her own experiences of visiting Auschwitz. The terms 'ethical' and 'accurate' feature prominently in Griffith's account of her many visits to Auschwitz during which she sought to assess the official tone and content of the guided tour. She comes to the troubling conclusion that the guided Auschwitz tour, with its emphasis on 'the few, most "narratable" stories', inevitably leads to a 'standardised tour narrative, lacking in variation and unreflective of the complexities of the concentrationary universe'. Griffiths concludes on a hopeful note, though -that Holocaust tourism scholarship does not merely wish to critique, but to 'identify and analyse ethical issues connected to the use of guided experiences' and 'by helping to devise less problematic representational models'.
The issue does not end on a neat conclusion. Holocaust commemoration in contemporary society, it seeks to show, is constantly moving, changing and evolving -and rightly so. It is slowly moving away from an over-arching, sanctioned metanarrative -though this still, of course, exists. More recent Holocaust memory work -be it in literature, in art, in community work, in official commemoration, in film, but also in private commemorative acts -has become more critical, more reflective on why it is important to remember, on how the Holocaust happened in the first place. The victims must never be forgotten. But in order to look to the future, to keep Holocaust commemoration alive for future generations, engagement has to move away from a single narrative perspective and offer alternative accounts and perspectives -provided they are grounded in fact or based on respectful research. In the conclusion to the issue I will be looking ahead and assess an alternative mode of Holocaust commemoration via an interview with the traditional drut'syla Shonaleigh.
Shonaleigh tells Yiddish stories that long precede the Holocaust. But persecution of the Jews was not a new invention of the Nazis. And so Shonaleigh's stories reflect century-old prejudice against and active persecution of the Jews that, with historical hindsight, gain in meaning but also provide food for future thought. They give voices to the voiceless; they allow fears to be addressed; fortunes to be reversed. In her own words, her stories 'resonate, they are ways of dealing with the unbearable because they are in a story'. In our contemporary society of 'post truths', 'alternative truths' and 'fake news' this is more pertinent than ever.
